A novel framework for manikin motion planning has been implemented to reduce the time needed to perform virtual ergonomic assessments of manual assembly sequences. The user feeds high level instructions into a hierarchical controller system. Depending on the state of the manikin and the objects in the environment, the controllers compute a sequence of low level instructions interpreted as path planning instances for the manikin. The result is automatically generated collision-free and ergonomically sound motions that accomplish the assembly tasks. The framework is demonstrated on relevant cases from the industry and the reduction in manual simulation preparation time is proven.
Introduction
A Digital Human Modeling (DHM) software is valuable tool in virtual manufacturing that allows simulation of manual assembly work long before any physical product has been built [1] . The goal is to increase the sustainability, not only in terms of products and production, but also from a social point of view.
By simulating manual assembly work, it possible to find and resolve design issues, troublesome assembly sequences, awkward postures, and logistic bottlenecks early in a conceptual development stage. This increases the production quality, considerable reduce the cost of late design changes and the ramp-up time of a manufacturing process [2] .
Despite the benefits, there still exist assembly tasks that are not simulated, even if all the necessary data is available. One reason for this is the time consuming and tedious work that is required to setup and to define the motions needed for a manikin to accomplish the task. To make a simulation relevant, the user must ensure that the manikin avoids collision with itself and objects in the environment, that the balance is maintained and that the motions are ergonomically sound throughout the whole assembly task. Thus, manual preparation, even of small assembly cases, may be time consuming.
A formal high level instruction language is introduced in [3] in order to make it easier to instruct the manikins and to reduce the time needed to construct simulations. The instruction language is composed in the same model as the manikins, objects in the environment and their corresponding properties. High level instructions are sent to the model, which generates a set of low level instructions that are used manipulate the automated manikins to perform assembly tasks.
In this work we introduce a framework based on a novel hierarchical controller system. High level instructions are fed into a main controller that interprets the instructions and divides them it into a set of smaller and more specific instructions. The result of the interpretation depends on the state of the manikin and the objects in the environment. In the next step, the main controller feeds the newly generated instructions to sub controllers in the hierarchical structure.
Thus, each instruction is interpreted and divided until a leaf controller is reached. A leaf controller generates a set of low level instructions, which are interpreted as a set of path planning instances for the manikin. The result is a sequence of ergonomically sound and collision-free motions that accomplish an assembly task.
A grammar structures the controllers into different levels in the hierarchical tree. Thus, a general controller such as Assemble defines sequences of other controllers, whereas a specific controller such as Grasp corresponds to a set of low level instructions that on execution generates a grasping motion.
The set of available controllers that may be executed during a simulation depends on the current state of the manikin and on the state of the objects in the assembly station. For instance, if the manikin grasps an object with both hands, it is seen as impossible for the manikin to grasp another object. Moreover, a Grasp controller may only be used if there is an object that is available for the manikin to grasp.
The execution of a controller depends on the state space. Several controllers may run in parallel and depending on the state, the controllers may start or pause their execution. This makes it possible to define in which order different parts of the body will be moved. For instance, different parts of the legs are used when moving from a standing to a kneeling posture.
Notice that there is no clear distinction between planning and execution. The controller concept adopted in this work is intended to handle both. In that respect, a problem description is formulated in the same language as its solution -the difference is that the solution description is more detailed.
The framework has been implemented in the Intelligently Moving Manikins (IMMA) [4] software application and it has been tested on assembly cases with relevance to industrial applications. The results show that less preparation is needed when constructing an assembly simulation.
The main contributions of this paper are (i) a hierarchical controller system that dynamically interprets high level language instructions and recursively generates a sequence of low level instructions needed for the manikin to accomplish the task, (ii) how to automatically generate planning instances for the manikin, and (iii) a fully modular way to reuse and mix controllers of different capability, generality and maturity.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the manikin, an overview of automatic path planning methods, and ergonomics. Section 3 describes the proposed controller hierarchy, Section 4 shows two case studies followed by discussion and future work in Section 5. Concluding remarks are found in Section 6.
Manikin path planning and assembly models
An essential part of the controller framework is the usage of an automated manikin. If the automated manikin is instructed to grasp an object, then it should be able to automatically reposition itself without colliding with itself and the object in the environment [5, 6] .
Moreover, it is not sufficient for the manikin to just automatically reposition itself, it also needs to maintain the balance throughout the assembly. The balance calculations take into account the body parts and the objects being carried as well as exterior forces and torques from the environment.
Each object in the assembly station, their corresponding properties, the manikin and the controllers are composed into the same discrete model. In this way it is possible for a controller to execute events in the simulation, but also prevent the manikin from performing an assembly action unless all logical preconditions are fulfilled. The assembly model also naturally restricts which instructions are available for interaction with the DHM tool user, and thereby prevent the user from performing contradictory instructions.
Path planner in ergonomic assessment
Effective simulation of manual assembly operations considering ergonomic load and clearance demands requires detailed modeling of human body kinematics and motions, as well as a tight coupling to powerful algorithms for collisionfree path planning [5] . The current path planning tools have been capable of computing and analyzing kinematically complex and dynamic motions of human manikins. However, these tools are not fully automatic and limited to static analysis or simple scenarios.
The locomotion of manikins is usually computed in the paradigm of formulating the kinematics and dynamics of manikins into an optimization problem and solving the problem with non-linear optimization techniques [7, 8] . Some researchers go further in this paradigm using dexterous musculoskeletal simulation [9, 10] . However, this paradigm cannot be directly used to assembly simulations involving manikins because such a formulation heavily depends on an (almost) feasible initial path. Slight collisions between the manikin and obstacles may be permitted, but such initial paths are difficult to find in the cluttered environments [11, 12] . The key reason is that the continuous generalized penetration depth between the manikin and obstacles is difficult to measure and utilize efficiently in the optimization process. Some approaches guide the optimization with motion data obtained through capturing a user's motions with Kinect or other motion tracking systems [13, 14] . But they still suffer from the loss of haptic information and not being general to manikin models with different parameters.
Other researchers use numerical methods to predict wholebody postures and quasi-static motions in complex assembly tasks [15, 5] . Usually, a collision-free path of the assembly part is generated first, and then the manikin follows this path according to the grasp settings. This decoupled approach has its limitations -it may not be possible or comfortable for a virtual manikin to follow the path due to the motion constraints imposed by the human body [16] , and there is no guarantee that there exist a manikin motion that is collisionfree and in dynamic balance. In addition, the quasi-static motion cannot reflect the real magnitude of torques induced at the joints.
To the authors' knowledge, there is today no product that can automatically plan collision-free paths of manikins in cluttered environments and meanwhile consider the physiological constraints on the dynamics and musculoskeletal level. In this paper, we realize a general whole-body path planner to push the limits.
Automatic computation of manikin motions
In order for a DHM tool to gain efficiency and acceptance in industry, a key ingredient is to raise the level of abstraction by letting the user focus on what to accomplish rather than how. Our ambition is to let the user give high level instructions and then automatically compute feasible postures, motions and events, while restrictions on assembly order and other logical conditions are considered.
The high level instructions are fed into a hierarchical controller system that performs both planning and execution. On each level, instructions are interpreted, plans are created resulting in either execution or sets of instructions passed on to lower level controllers.
Controller
A controller reads an instruction, and upon subsequent requests by its parent controller it returns a state for each increment of simulation time. Controllers are defined to generate states for specific sets of joint segments on the manikin. For instance, one controller may be defined to generate the motions for the left arm and another for the left leg. The controllers interpret their instructions and depending on the state of the manikin and objects in the environment, the controllers may perform different actions such as executing a new controller, manipulate the manikin or update the state space.
General whole body path planner
Once a low level instruction is interpreted as a path planning instance, a motion of the manikin incorporating the kinematic constraints, balance, contact forces, collision avoidance and comfort is automatically computed by the whole-body path planner, according to the settings of the instance.
Previous research on motion planning of virtual manikins showed that the optimal control strategy could efficiently generate natural motions in the environments with relatively simple geometry, such as walking on the flat floor or taking stairs [17] . However, this kind of strategies could easily get stuck in a local minimum when considering collision avoidance in highly unstructured and cluttered environments, which is common in most situations of manual assembly simulations.
In this work, a general whole-body path planner for the manikin is realized, by the integration of the sampling based path planner and the flexible pose prediction technique. The previously developed pose prediction technique could efficiently optimize the pose of manikins taking into account the kinematic constraints, balance, contact forces and comfort through Jacobian pseudo-inverse projection [5] . This pose prediction technique provides a perfect property that enforces the random poses of manikins generated by the sampling based path planner to be projected onto the constraint manifolds. In spite of that we use the RRT-connect planner from the Open Motion Planning Library (OMPL) [18] in the demonstration, other sampling based planner are also possible. A similar projection strategy was also seen when planning motions of humanoid robots in the manipulation and multicontact scenarios in [19] .
Due to its generality, the whole-body path planner could seamlessly fulfil the path planning requirements of the low level instructions. In [20] , it was proven that the sampling based path planner retains the probabilistic completeness under the Jacobian pseudo-inverse projection. Thereby the statically stable motion found by the whole-body path planner could be used to initialize the motion optimization to avoid local minima, which usually arise in unstructured and cluttered environments.
In our test cases, the whole-body path planner could always create a feasible action corresponding to each low level instruction. The pose prediction technique used by the path planner already demonstrated its flexibility on the assembly operation of rigid, articulated and deformable objects with one or two hands grasping or supporting in different manner [5, 21] . Since adding and breaking a contact between the manikin and the environment is the same as adding and releasing a grip, the whole-body path planner could also automatically create the climbing actions when they are inevitable in some difficult assembly simulations.
Hierarchical controller structure
Based on the overall tasks given to the main controller, the state of the manikin and objects in the environment, a hierarchical system of controllers is dynamically created and destroyed as the simulation time steps forward. As language instructions are interpreted, they are subdivided into simpler and more specific instructions that are recursively passed to sub controllers.
Some controllers, referred to as leaf controllers, are able to fully solve and execute their tasks without further subdivision. Sometimes this is a straightforward execution of a linear motion, but often the execution is preceded by a considerably more challenging task, for example whole body path planning described above or a finding an assembly motion for a part like in the cases presented below.
On leaf-level, the result is a sequence of low level instructions that allows the manikin to accomplish the task through ergonomically sound and collision-free motions.
Formally, the grammar of the instructions structures the controllers into a hierarchical tree [22] . The grammar furthermore defines how the controller sequences are generated and ensures that all the arguments needed by a controller are computed [23] .
The set of controllers that are available during a simulation depends on the current state of the manikin and on the objects in the assembly station. For instance, if the manikin grasps an object with right hand, then it is seen as impossible for the manikin to grasp another object with the right hand unless first releasing the current object. Moreover, each controller must have a corresponding action in the simulation. For instance, a controller may only be executed if there is an object that is available for the manikin to grasp. Hence, properties of an object, such as grasp and mating points, further defines the set of available controllers.
The execution of a controller depends on the state space. Several controllers may run in parallel and depending on the state, the controllers may start or pause its execution. This makes it possible to define in which order different parts of the body will be moved. For instance, different parts of the legs are used when moving from a standing to a kneeling posture.
Test cases
The framework is demonstrated on two industrial test cases. The two cases illustrates how it is possible for the framework to handle common assembly scenarios such as utilization of support and a two phase assembly.
Assembly of an electronic control unit
An electronic control unit, called cembox, is assembled below the driving unit of the driver position. In order to accomplish the task the manikin needs to take support with the left hand. An overview of the assembly and a close up of the balance support is shown in Fig. 1 . The manikin walks to the table and picks up the cembox, turns towards the car and walks to the assembly position. Since the manikin needs to lean inside the car the left hand is used as support to maintain the balance. In the next step, the cembox is assembled inside the car, see Fig. 2 . Fig. 3 illustrates how the assembly task is divided from the main controller into low level instructions. Fig. 1 (a) an overview of the assembly case. The manikin walks to the table, picks up the electronic device (shown in orange) and walks to the assembly position; (b) the manikin uses the left hand to lean onto the car chassis in order to maintain the balance throughout the assembly. Courtesy Volvo Cars. 
Assembly of an alternator
A two phase assembly is performed where an alternator is placed into position at the engine and fixated with a screw. The alternator has to be placed before the screw is mounted and may not be released by the manikin until the screw is properly mounted. The manikin walks to the table and picks up the alternator and the screw. In the next step, the manikin turns and walks to the assembly posture in front of the engine. Finally, the alternator and the screw is mounted, see Fig. 4 . In order to accomplish the assembly, the main controller divides the whole assembly task into smaller sub tasks. Fig. 5 show the hierarchical controller structure used to accomplish the task. Fig. 4 (a) the starting of the assembly; (b) the manikin walks to the table and picks up the alternator and a screw; (c) the manikin walks and places the alternator into assembly position; (d) a close up of the assembly; (e) the alternator is mounted to the engine; (f) the screw is mounted to fix the alternator. Courtesy AB Volvo. 
Discussion
This framework offers a generic and fully modular way to reuse and mix controllers of different capability, generality and maturity. It allows controllers to interact by sending and receiving signals that may be needed when executing lowlevel instructions in the simulation, for example preventing controllers to execute forbidden instructions, or paths leading to deadlocks. Initially, the user needs to define start and end states, and create grip points on the objects to be used. However, in the forthcoming steps, the information is automatically passed between the subsequent controllers in the hierarchical structure. This creates a seamless transition of information between the different steps of the simulation, which reduces the need for the users to interact and to manually provide information in order to accomplish a simulation This structure also allows controllers to be run in parallel. That is, manikins are allowed to collaborate with each other, and manikins may interact with the environment such as robots and cells. Moreover, the recursive structure of the controller system makes it possible to create dependencies between different controllers, to halt the computation or change the order in which controllers execute. This allows user input as well as interactive editing on any level in the controller hierarchy, for instance to force a controller to follow a predetermined sequence.
The proposed framework is general and not limited to only be used with manikins. It may be extended to also include robots, conveyors and other automation equipment, which makes it possible to simulate complete assembly sequences. In addition, the framework may be formally verified, which is a methodology to prove if a set of properties hold for a model [24] . It may be used to assure that no deadlock occurs, to verify that no controller violates the model and to ensure that there are no contradictions in the model specification.
Conclusion and future work
The hierarchical controller framework presented in this work offers a generic and fully modular way to reuse and mix controllers of different capability, generality and maturity. Furthermore, it also reduces the need of manual user interaction, which decreases the time needed to perform assembly simulations.
The system is implemented for some common industrial scenarios, and its performance is demonstrated on two specific cases.
Moreover, it is a general framework that is not limited to manipulate a single manikin, and may easily be expanded to coordinate multiple manikins, robots, conveyors, etc. in order to simulate an assembly cell. The framework may also be formally verified to avoid deadlocks and prevent violation to the model specification. Work in these directions will be explored in the near future, along with extending and improving the capability of the individual controllers.
